Dr. Davis sites, if a dog fails on laxity alone, and no arthritis present, then Dr. Davis uses his precise positioning, he can get dogs to pass. He claims he did a "study". That statement
is far from the truth. He sent out a survey to previous clients. It wasn't a study. It wasn't peer reviewed. Dr. Davis is NOT a board certified radiologist or orthopedist. He is a self
proclaimed expert taking advantage of breeders. His goal is clearly monetary.
His precise positioning is NOT what OFA asks for. The dogs that he falsely gets to pass, are then bred. The disease continues.
He has gotten away with this by saying things like, "His positioning is close" to what OFA asks for. Unsuspecting breeders flock to him for this positioning, and its just not right.
Why is Dr Lonnie Davis allowed to deviate from what OFA asks for? And now with Cathy Turners article, it appears the GRCA endorses his procedure.
I can prove that when Dr. Davis repositions, his positioning is just as wrong as when patellas fall to the the outside of femur. Members need to be warned that his "Precise
Positioning" will not help our breed make progress on hip dysplasia. As a matter of fact it is hurting our breed. A retraction and warning of some sort is due to the memebers.

Both of these positions
are equally wrong.
LEFT: With patellas
falling to the outside, this
loosens the hip socket.
RIGHT: With patellas
over rotated so they face
each other, this tightens
up the hip socket
(falsley). Study after
study shows this to be
true.
The position on the right
is Dr. Lonnie Davis
"Precise Positioning".
When members see the
GRCA endorsing and
printing in this magazine
the position to the right,
it's only logical they
would believe this
positioning correct.
It is NOT correct! Both
images equally wrong.

Both equally wrong!!

_

Patellas that
fall to the
outside,
loosen up hip
socket.

Patellas over
rotated so
they are
facing each
other,
tightens up
hip socket.

_

OFA is very
clear on its
positioning.
They want legs
extended and
parallel with
table and each
other.
They want the
femurs rotated
internally until
the patellas are
midline, in line
with the
grooves.
Dr. Davis has
this description
written all over
his website
stating it is
correct. Yet he
doesn't follow
this. He has
been able to
not bring
notice to this
by saying his
positioning "is
close".
These dogs
receive a
passing
grade
because
socket falsely
tightened
up. They are
bred. The
disease is
passed on
and
continues.
Dr. Davis
has been
doing a
disservice to
us.

This was
NOT a study.
It was NOT
peer
reviewed. Dr.
Davis is a self
proclaimed
specialist. He
has no doubt
made a lot of
money
judging by
the number
of people that
flock to him
for a passing
grade.

This image is being
promoted as "Ideal
Positioning"! It
was taken from
Lonnie Davis
website.
This is NOT ideal
nor is it what OFA
asks for.
With patellas being
over rotated, so
they face each
other, this falsely
winds up and
tightens the hip
socket.
And, in order to
achieve this
position, the legs
can't physically be
parallel to each
other like OFA asks
for. So Cathy has
coined the term
that a "slight V" is
okay!
NO ITS NOT! No
where in any
literature is this
written!
In order to justify
this horrible
position, that
phrase was added.
That is deception!!

_______

NOT Ideal Positioning!

A "V" is
NOT
okay!

___
___

_______
_____

All these
highlighted
bullets are
the truth, but
Dr. Davis
doesn't follow
this. His
positioning
he claims is
close enough.
Why does Dr.
Davis believe
he can
deviate from
what OFA
asks for?
Some
members are
beginning to
understand
this is wrong,
but there are
many that
believe he is
helping.
They need to
be warned!

You can also tell the femurs aren't level with the table because the patella end of the image becomes larger. The legs are lifted from the hip.

This is how
Dr. Davis has
fallen under
the radar, by
saying
"Close" is
okay!
It is NOT
okay. OFA is
clear. Legs
to be pulled
straight so
they are
parallel with
the table and
each other.
The patellas
are to be
mid-line, in
line with the
Grooves.
Dr. Davis has
the correct
positioning
written all
over his
website, but
he doesn't
follow
instructions.
Why is he
exempt from
positioning
correrctly?

This implies
endorsement

This endorses this
incorrect
positioning. And
Cathy has made a
bad situation
worse by this "V"
is okay nonsense!!

The yellow
highlighted is
WRONG WRONG
WRONG.
Patellas are to be
midline, in line with
the grooves.
A slight "V" is made
up because, when you
over rotate the
femurs, so patellas
face each other, its
impossible to
straighten femurs.

